Tip of the Spear (Amazon Western Book 1)

After people polluted the planet beyond
recognition, the sky rocks came and
reduced the world to rubble. Yet mankind
refused to die, and the world was reborn.
Welcome to the New West, where the
Nature Laws rule.
1.Procreation is
necessary, not optional 2.Women are a
precious commodity 3.Harm the earth,
lose your life 4.If it can eat you, it will
Welcome to the New West, where the
Nature Laws dictate who lives and dies by
the way they treat the land, carnivorous
horses and blood trees are accepted
mutations courtesy of the sky rocks, and
the
Impact
Zone
separates
the
earth-friendly territories of the West from a
more sophisticated, steam-powered East.
Women are rare commodities, living in
extended families with more than one
husband, and children are a necessity in a
world where sterility is often the norm, not
the exception. Life is full of challenge,
romance and adventure. Something one
courageous, wounded Amazon will find
out first-hand. Thais (Tay-iss) lost her
mother, her queen, and most of her tribe at
the hands of brutal foreigners, all while she
enjoyed a respite from duty. But the young
Amazon with vengeance in her heart
refuses to lose anything else. Shell bring
back the queens stolen crown or die trying.
Life in the Territories has its perils: the
Nature Laws, carnivorous beasts, and
treacherous men who survived the Time of
Dying. One man in particular, a warrior in
his own right, has an odd effect on her
senses. She comes to desire him, to trust
him, and she doesnt like it. Men are good
for war and breeding, neither of which
Thais has time for, not when shes so close
to finding those responsible for the crowns
theft. In the course of her quest, Thais finds
much more than atonement for her troubled
past, but a pure and lasting love, if only she
has the courage to accept it.
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